The Lion and the Mouse

Woken from his nap, the lion laid his huge paw angrily on the tiny creature.

Learner: clicks EVERY unrecognized or not understood word.

System: shows word in segments

Learner: If recognized but not understood, clicks WordExplore. If not recognized...tries to read word. If can’t...

Learner: clicks word in popup

System: displays/sounds 1st set of cues

Learner: tries to read word. If can’t...

Learner: clicks word in popup

System: displays/sounds 2nd set of cues

Learner: tries to read word. If can’t...

Learner: clicks word in popup

System: displays/sounds 3rd set of cues

Learner: tries to read word. If can’t...

Learner: clicks on word in popup

System: animates sounding out of word and speaks the word in normal voice.